AN OASIS OF RELAXATION
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UNWIND
AND RELAX

Whether on starry nights or lazy afternoons, your Softub will help you to
switch off and take a break from everyday life. A Softub soothes the body,
helps the mind to unwind, and offers a sanctuary from the busy day.
With a Softub, you add more pleasure to your precious leisure time –
time which will rejuvenate and re-energise you for the challenges ahead.
Spoil your body with a healing and invigorating massage that can be
adapted to your specific needs and moods thanks to systematically
arranged jets and a range of different settings and programs. Atmospheric
underwater LED lighting will also help you to unwind, turning your spa
into a pool of beautiful colours. Why not combine the experience of
massage and lighting with the sweet aromas of fine fragrances to create an
oasis of relaxation for all the senses.
With a Softub, you can enjoy relaxation in luxury –
anytime, anywhere you want.

QUALITY TIME
TOGETHER
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PURE
R elaxation
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RELAXATION
FOR BODY AND MIND

SOFTUB

The most portable hot tub in the world
Softubs are portable, comfortable and environmentally-friendly.
Whether inside or outdoors, a Softub can transform your favourite spot
into an oasis of relaxation!
These mobile wellness miracle machines are characterised by their excellent weather resistance, thermal insulation and light weight. The outer
casings are made from ‘Leathertex’ – a material which lends an elegant
leather look to our hot tubs. The inner basins are made from Polybond
– a high-insulating foam material which offers both first-rate structural
stability and excellent comfort levels for all sitting and lounging positions.
Softubs are renowned for their energy efficiency, almost silent operation
and discreet slim line design, making them a subtle, understated yet
stylish addition to your home.
These portable spas work with environmentally-friendly and energysaving technologies: the clever arrangement of the motor, pump and
heating system, for example, ensures that most of the heat required to
reach and maintain your perfect water temperature is actually recovered
from the hot tub’s general operating cycle. In addition, Softub’s effective
Whisper™ motor technology makes your Softub so quiet you can talk in
whispers, enabling you to enjoy tranquillity and offering, quite literally,
a little bit of peace and quiet.
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EIGHT REASONS TO CHOOSE

SOFTUB
1. Portable

2. Quiet

Light, easy to use and easy to install; with Softub,

Enjoy your Softub in peace and quiet! Thanks to their

the most portable hot tub in the world, you never need

advanced Whisper technology, Softubs are amongst the

to be limited to one location.

quietest hot tubs on the market.

3. Energy-efficient

4. Weather resistant

Softubs are the market leader in heat recovery techno-

Come rain or shine, heat wave or big freeze a Softub’s

logy, combining pump, motor and heating into one

robust Leathertex outer-casing will withstand the

‘Hydromate’ unit. The excess heat from the motor is

severest weather conditions without being affected.

recovered to heat the filtered water, keeping energy

Softubs are built to last.

consumption down to a minimum.

5. Hygienic
The automatic Softub Ozonator function provides
an intensive water cleaning program. As a result,
every dip will take place in crystal clear, high-quality
water.

6. Comfortable
Nothing can compare to a Softub’s comfort and convenience. The soft but stable Polybond material provides comfort in all positions – making the pool as
comfortable as a leather sofa.

7. Flexible and versatile
For ultimate flexibility, the Softub’s basin shape
is designed to allow free and unhindered movement within the pool, enabling you to change
your sitting or lounging position, to stretch out
or cosy up, whatever mood takes you.

8. Stylish
With its leather-look, understated and unobtrusive
slim line design, modern and elegant exterior colours
and practical, stylish accessories, Softub combines
high quality, style and beauty.

WELLNESS

OASIS
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THE WELLNESS
HOT TUB

With regular use, a Softub can bring more vitality into your life. The
warm water massages encourage your blood circulation and activate your
body’s own natural healing powers. Back and joint problems are alleviated
through hydrotherapy and the metabolism is stimulated, improving your
health and well-being in general.
A soak in a hot tub helps to release endorphins, naturally reduces pain, and
creates the feeling of happiness and contentment; when the body is relaxed,
the mind can find it easier to unwind and worries simply fade away. The
heat of a hot tub also increases the body temperature, allowing blood
vessels to expand and to absorb more oxygen. Breathing becomes deeper,
helping to clear sinuses and lungs, meaning your Softub can be an effective
treatment for colds and asthma.
In water, the body only weighs around 30% of its actual weight. This
reduces pressure on strained muscles and injured joints. Therefore, a Softub
massage does not only relieve tension – it also helps in the recovery process
of overburdened body parts. The buoyancy can even be used as a treatment
against chronic and rheumatic diseases.
Hot tub sessions are also recommended for non-physical conditions such
as insomnia. In addition, targeted applications can be used to improve
circulation and assist in the treatment of diabetes. What is more, sessions in
your hot tub help to keep the skin’s blood vessels and the connective tissues
elastic and healthy, helping you look younger and more radiant.

WHY PUT OFF

FEELING FABULOUS?

Depending on the focus of the individuallyadjustable massage jets, a Softub can provide
effective hydrotherapy – preventing future as
well as easing existing, physical ailments.

Neck/ Shoulder area
• Effective against neck problems and shoulder
tension
• Helps with shoulder traumas
• Acts against tension headaches
Lymphatic drainage/ Rheumatism/ Arthritis
• Has a stimulating effect on and under the skin
• Effective at treating swellings, dislocations,
strains, sprains and muscle tears
• Uses hot water and massage to relieve pain
Lower back/ Sciatica
• Effective against sciatica
• Effective at treating problems with mobility and
bending down
• Prevents irritation of the sciatic nerve
• Effective at treating herniated discs
• Relieves the pain of slipped discs
Sacral bone/ Coccyx/ Hips/ Loins
• Effective against lower back pains
• Helps with painful Spondylolisthesis

BODY &

SOUL
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MORE THAN JUST A

HOT TUB

A Softub brings people together and is the ideal place to spend
meaningful quality time with family and friends. A Softub provides a central hub for your loved ones right in the heart of family
life. No more swimming pool or spa visits with overcrowded
pools and worries about forgotten towels! A Softub creates a social
event that can be glamorous and luxurious, soothing and peaceful
or sparkling and lively, all in the comfort of your own home.
With a Softub you and your loved ones can enjoy quality time
together whenever the mood takes you.

A PARADISE

FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
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THE

ECO HOT TUB
Hydromate

WhisperTM-Technology

The ‘Hydromate’ combines the hot tub’s pump, motor

Whisper technology has revolutionised the world of

and heating into one unit. Thanks to the clever arrangement of these technical components, the pool’s water
can be heated by the motor’s excess heat. This environmentally-friendly process reduces power consumption
to less than a microwave needs to heat a meal.

hot tub motors: by re-using generated heat, the ‘virtually silent’ motor’s energy consumption is reduced to a
minimum and the pump’s decibel output is reduced to
nothing more than a gentle murmur. Whisper technology really is something to shout about!

Ozonator

SmartchipTM

Every Softub’s Ozonator filters the tub’s water

Intelligent technology: with the Smartchip, Softub

automatically twice a day. Using the oxidation effect
of the ozone, the water isn’t just hygienically clean
as a result – it is also crystal clear. As a consequence,
the need to add water treatment is greatly reduced
and general maintenance minimised. A replaceable
cartridge filter further adds to Softub’s high standards
and low maintenance.

hot tubs overcome any issues which might arise
from network-associated voltage fluctuations. If the
chip registers a surge, all electronic components
within the hot tub are automatically switched off.
This protects the equipment from all the risks associated with power cuts.

BE AT EASE!
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RELAXATION

AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

Control panel

Hydrojets

It is quick and easy to set your Softub’s water tempera-

Hydrojets are specialised massage jets which are

ture, jet intensity and light effects. With a water-tight

activated on the hot tub by a separate switch –

and user-friendly control panel, all of the hot tub’s func-

allowing you to control the intensity of the massage

tions can be turned on or off at the touch of a button.

and choose the body part you want to target. This
guarantees a massage which is tailored exactly to

LEDs
The underwater LEDs which are integrated into a
Softub allow you to create the right ambience for any
occasion: whether you choose a warm orange, a nautical blue or a vitalising green, Softubs offer lighting
to suit any mood.

your individual needs.

REASSURINGLY
SECURE
Thermo-Cover
Even when not in use, your Softub will remain
secure and energy-efficient. A special cover protects
the unused hot tub from dirt and pollution. The
cover’s excellent thermal insulation also prevents
heat and water loss, keeping heat and water in and
contaminants out of your pool.

Security seal
To prevent unsupervised and unauthorised usage,
Softub have developed a system with four locking
points: when not in use, strong straps with safety
clips will keep the pool closed. For further security it can even be locked with a customised code,
giving you peace of mind!
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WEATHER-RESISTANT AND

COMFORTABLE
POLYBOND®
The interior of a Softub is made from Polybond. Originally
developed for furnishing space capsules, the material is characterised by its excellent thermal insulation and light weight.
Polybond also offers great structural stability but still remains
soft – offering an unlimited number of comfortable sitting
and lounging positions in your Softub.

LEATHERTEX®
The outer casing of a Softub is made from Leathertex –
a material used in premium yacht construction and noted for
its great durability and weather resistance. It easily withstands
UV radiation, heat and long periods of frost. The elegant
leather-look also adds a touch of style to any room or garden.

IMPRESSIONS
A hot dip amongst ice and snoW
Scandinavia set the trend: whether in ice or snow,
cold rain or frost, dipping into a warm outdoor hot
tub while temperatures are below zero outside is an
experience for all the senses. Make the most of the
winter months and enjoy the winter wonderland
around you in the luxurious comfort of a Softub.

Any time, any place
Whether in your party cellar or on the patio,
whether in spring, summer, autumn or winter, a
Softub offers relaxation and wellness whenever you
like, wherever you like. So whether you love the
great outdoors or prefer to relax under your own
roof, enjoy the freedom that a Softub gives you.

The feeling of luxury
Hot tubs are one of the ultimate luxuries. They are
private islands – taking you to a world of pleasure and well-being. Whether you are dreaming of
a luxurious villa in the Tuscan hills or a beautiful
apartment in the middle of a bustling city, with a
Softub you can turn any space into the place of your
dreams.

DISCOVER YOUR NEW

FAVOURITE
PLACES
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SET UP
IN THREE SIMPLE STEPS
1. Location
Your Softub will be safely delivered to you, and due
to its light weight and solid construction can be rolled
directly to your favourite spot.

2. Construction
When the pool and Hydromate are in the desired
location, the two sections have to be linked up for
installation.

3. Getting started
Now the hot tub has to be connected to a standard
household socket and the thermal lid secured to prevent contamination/unauthorised access during the
warm-up period.

Then just dive in and enjoy your
oasis of relaxation...

SOFTUB
MODELS
SPORTSTER

Legend

Resort

Model Nr.

140

220

300+

Capacity

1-2 People

3-4 People

5-6 People

Outer diameter

150 cm

180 cm

200 cm

Inner diameter

130 cm

150 cm

170 cm

Height

61 cm

61 cm

69 cm

Empty weight total

50 kg

61 kg

68 kg

Basin

23 kg

32 kg

36 kg

Thermo-Cover (Lid)

9 kg

11 kg

14 kg

Total filled weight

655 kg

962 kg

1245 kg

Interior lighting

-

Coloured LEDs

Coloured LEDs

Water capacity

530 l

833 l

1136 l

Number of jets

4

5

7

Power connection

220 V / 240 V 50 Hz, 6 A

220 V / 240 V 50 Hz, Hz 6 A

220 V / 240 V 50 Hz, 6 A

Max. power input

0,8 KW

0,8 KW

0,8 KW

1-2 People

EXTERIOR COLOURS:

3-4 People

INTERIOR COLOUR:

5-6 People

SURROUNDS:
Available for Softub
Legend and Resort

Forest
Green
Almond

CAMEL

sapphire

MOCCA

PEARL

RATTAN

Port
HARDWOOD

Saphire
Blue
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THE

COMPANY
Quality for more than 25 years
The Softub Company was founded in 1981 by Tom
Thornbury in Los Angeles, California. The production
of Softub hot tubs is carried out exclusively in the US
(with factories in California and Massachusetts), with
all finished products being subject to strict international quality controls.

SAFETY-

TESTED
CE & TÜV/GS
After successfully passing all relevant EU standards
compliance tests, exported Softub hot tubs (240
volt, 50 Hz) have been awarded a CE certificate. The
spas have also been awarded an ANSI/NSPI-6 1999
rating: the ‘American National Standard for Portable
Spas’. The Softub exhaust system is also ANSI/APSP7 compliant. The entire system is, of course, also
fully TÜV/GS-tested – your guarantee for maximum
safety.
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